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Eastern Metal Supply (EMS) is excited to announce the acquisition of Enduris’ Endeck Capped
Cellular PVC product lines of Deck, Dock and Fascia boards. EMS looks forward to continuing to
service all of the Enduris Endeck customer base and aggressively promote the product lines.
EMS had become Enduris’ largest customer for the high-end Dock/Deck/Fascia boards and were
distributing it primarily in the Eastern third of the US. When Enduris (Jacksonville, FL) decided to
move away from manufacturing in the 3rd quarter of 2017, it became an opportunity for EMS to continue the line. The purchase includes all, tooling, embossing equipment, proprietary formulations,
testing, certifications, trademarks, literature, and inventory etc. EMS will guide the manufacturing
process to re-start in December 2017. The early focus will be to quickly rebuild inventories in all of
its locations and at other master distributors of the Forest and Woodland lines.
EMS plans to grow and expand these product lines to capitalize on Endeck’s reputation as the
finest Deck/Dock board available in the ultra-low maintenance market place. These boards offer the
deck or dock owner beautiful color options and a surface that is virtually unmatched in its resistance
to staining, scratching, and fading. Installers love the product due to its high strength to low weight
ratio. The exclusive cellular PVC formulation contains no composites that will promote mold or
mildew. Safety is paramount at Eastern Metal Supply and the Endeck dock / deck boards will never
splinter, are cool to the touch and offer wet and dry slip resistance.
Privately held Eastern Metal Supply is currently the 34th largest Metal Service Center in North
America with sales in excess of 350 million dollars. The focus of the company has been on the profitable sale of aluminum extrusions and sheet into a multitude of different markets. In recent years
EMS has widened their offerings by increasing fabrication capabilities, acquiring the Tigress Marine
Sport Fishing product line, acquiring a window and door manufacturing company re-branded as
Eastern Architectural Systems and now purchasing the Endeck product line from Enduris.
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